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Introduction

The integration of new requirements in the software process always means hidden risks with respect to the correctness and costs of software change and of configuration management. Using the model driven technology [OMG12], even at high levels of abstraction, it is possible to manage the interoperability of the elements of software systems in the case of data evolutions as well as interactions on operation levels, even in the case of large complex systems.

In order to effectively use model driven technology, we need to include formal methods as well as to evolve from a code-centred development to a model-centred development, highlighting modelling and model transformations, architectural design and integration, and model correctness [Kup01, Béz04, Koz04, Hoo08, Jéz08, Len08, Cha09, Cla09, Ben10, Ist10, Pat10, Bra12, Jéz12].

Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [OMG12] is the product of Object Management Group (OMG). MDA is a framework containing the collection of principles and regulations in order to create model driven methodologies to structure software processes and software products. With the MDA methodology [OMG03] software products get separated with multilevel models above the code and the platform in a formal system model independent from implementation technologies which, in a separate implementation, can be executed on several possible platforms with multilevel model transformations.

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is a model driven development methodology based on domain-specific languages [Obe10] and using the principles of MDA [OMG03].

The MDE principles are: model-based representation, aspect modelling, reuse, and automation.

Objectives

The subject of our research is the process of model driven software engineering and the practical application of model driven technologies. We focus on the main MDE principles: aspect viewpoint with MDA architecture, reuse with software design patterns and software components, and domain-specific modelling technologies. The state of automation of these tools significantly determines the abilities of the potential products, the possibilities of their reuse, the set of modelling techniques, and their order in the process.

Due to the state of automation and reusability the development is executed with typically complex technologies using the “one problem – one modelling language” approach for each of the specific MDE aspects, which are then integrated by the principles for of model
integration. Due to these technological features the implementation of MDE into practice depends on the organisational capabilities.

In the model driven process, the inputs of the transformation techniques are: the business, the architectural and design patterns, the technology choice, as well as the quality requirements with the corresponding observation points [OMG03]. Several types of model driven architectural patterns can be followed, based on the available domain-specific knowledge bases and according to the extent of technology dependence on the quality requirements. These result in that business models are sharply embedded in platform models and requirement developments cannot be closed down preceding decisions about implementation technologies; but even during requirement development performance capability must be examined and test cases must be developed in order to increase quality. In the process of using a domain-specific knowledge base there is no sharp separation between the computational independent architectural layer and the platform independent architectural layer, and usually platform models are available too. In a process like this a high degree of automation is necessary.

Our work focuses on the practical application of MDE principles.

We look for the possibilities for the effective use of software design patterns for insuring modelling continuity in the model driven process and we also consider the key role of the architectural model in this process [Per92]. We investigate several possibilities for the application of MDE technologies in business process modelling for determining and regulating business process properties. This leads to the elimination of the most frequent errors of requirements elicitation and analysis. Reuse and aspect management are greatly enhanced by standard based development of requirements. Efficiency is increased by model-based testing and requirement-generated test cases. We examine the possibility of the organisation of the technological line.

**Structure of the dissertation**

The dissertation is composed of an introduction, four numbered chapters, and a summary. The introduction contains the motivation and the outline of the 3 theses of the dissertation. In the first chapter we present the basic notions of model driven engineering and we outline the dimensions of model driven software development and the technologies investigated in the rest of the dissertation. The three theses of the dissertation are presented as follows: in Chapter 2 Thesis 1 provides a scheme to create a technological line for MDE, and the case of instantiation with ITU-T System Design Languages then to extend with Verimag IFx 2.0 Toolbox verification technology. In Chapter 3 Thesis 2 provides a methodology to model and
to reuse software design patterns (architectural, design, and domain-specific) woven at different abstraction levels within the MDE process. In Chapter 4 Thesis 3 provides a methodology for business process change management with MDE process based on User Requirements Notations [ITU12]. The core is the business process modelling in cooperative work of business actors who estimate the parameters values of their processes. We elaborated this methodology at the request of several enterprises of Lake Balaton Region.

The introductory part of each chapter consists of a survey of the research related to our work and the motivation. In the summary we present further research directions.

**Applied methods**

The main methods of our research are: review, and reference of relevant publications (especially survey and classification papers); experimental observation and testing of relevant automated engineering environments; as well as development of our own methodologies and using them in concrete industrial projects for domain-specific process modelling and rapid application developments.

**Presentation of our results**

**Thesis 1: Technological line for model driven engineering**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thesis 1</th>
<th>We provide a scheme to create a technological line for Model Driven Engineering (MDE) and integrated formal verification. (<a href="#">Chapter 2</a>)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1.</td>
<td>Set-up of a scheme to create technological lines for MDE by using the formal language family—<em>ITU-T System Design Languages</em> developed by <em>International Telecommunication Union</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.</td>
<td>The augmentation of the scheme presented in thesis 1.1 with known verification techniques and tools from the related literature and practice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In model driven processes the use of domain-specific modelling languages is indispensable. There is also a need for verification tools integrated in model driven technologies and frameworks which have an important role in specification languages and tools in the early phase of development. Our aim is to provide the users with a recommendation for practical model driven software engineering from design to code. For this it is necessary to find relations among the technological elements, to support the validation of the model where it is possible and to achieve automatic model transformation as far as code generation [Med08b].
In Thesis 1.1 we set up a scheme for the elements of technological lines for MDE. The variables in the scheme of technological lines are as follows: domain-specific modelling languages, the unified modelling language, programming languages, software components and the standards. In the organisation of technological lines we highlight the formal methods and the standards of other language technologies [Med05, Med08b, Lei07].

We provide the instantiation of the principal technological line scheme with the ITU-T systems engineering languages (International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [ITU12] which cover the tasks of the entire software process. ITU-T standardisation is controlled and it is harmonised with the OMG specifications. It is also wide-spread in various fields of industry, in the area of medical devices development and in other scientific domains.

We represent the place and relations of the languages in a dependency graph in the software process in order to analyse the relations among various formal methods. We provide two technological line specifications by combining ITU-T engineering languages and UML and DSML languages whose variants we sampled onto 12 lines relevant for the processes of development, reengineering and reverse engineering. We recommend the User Requirements Notation [ITU12] standard-based requirements engineering and conceptional design.

In Thesis 1.2 we make recommendation for the augmentation of the technological lines with existing verification technologies, as IFx 2.0 Toolbox, the TTCN-3 automated testing tool and the UML-TP principal toolbox into model-based testing [IFx12, Boz4, ITU12, OMG12].

We provide a method and choose known technologies in experimental ways in order to combine static analysers and automatic model checkers to formally verify the models during analysis and design. For this we made experiments with the integration of the verification tools in the software process [Tót07]. We investigate [Bor10] the application of the automatic model checkers built in commercial software for analyses and model transformations and their combination [Orb08] with IFx toolbox [Orb08].

We elaborate the process of integration of the IFx 2.0 Toolbox in the modelling process for accessing its verification services as well as the insertion of C++ language components into the set of models under verification. We outline the job of verifiers as verification service and provide a case study for their activities [Med10b] with the one-time verification of the multilayer transformation of PIM models [Med11b]. We generalize these experiments for the selection of the verification toolbox and the organisation of the verification process [Med12b].

The publications of Thesis 1: Med08b, Med10b, Med11b, Med12b. Our further publications in this topic: Med05, Med07c, Lei07, Bor10, Tót07, Orb08.
Thesis 2: Application of Software Design Patterns in MDE Process

Thesis 2 We create a methodology for a framework and reuse by weaving software design patterns into model driven engineering. (Chapter 3)

2.1 We provide a methodology and a case study to build and reuse a framework by weaving POSA2 architectural pattern languages and GOF design patterns into UML-based MDE.

2.2 We provide a methodology and a case study to build and reuse a framework and pattern language by weaving POSA2 architectural pattern languages, GOF program design patterns, and SDL Pattern message services patterns into SDL-based MDE.

In Thesis 2 we recommend and provide a procedure and a case study in order to create a pattern collection in a framework by applying software design patterns and to apply it as model product with reuse in order to improve and speed up the MDE process among and within the various levels of abstraction. We claim that this is feasible by using POSA architectural pattern language because MDE architectural decisions are taken on the basis of the platform models of the known domain-specific implementations and on the basis of the requirements generated from the generic domain-specific models that are architecture relevant [omg03]. We presented this relation of model creation in relation to MDA model transformation and the tasks of model checking in [Med10b].

For the general as well as for the domain specific engineering we applied the architectural pattern language of distributed systems called Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture for Concurrent and Networked Objects, short POSA2 [Sch00, Bus96]. We apply the program design patterns, named GOF Design Patterns [Gam96], for the modelling of the behaviour of POSA2 architectural patterns where possible. The applied domain-specific patterns are SDL Pattern Pool patterns for message services management [Got03].

In the use of software patterns the emphasis is placed upon requirements engineering and we concentrate on structural and organisational elements from which we get to further abstraction levels by modelling and applying patterns. In the wide-spread pattern-based methods implementation is highlighted rather than modelling.

In Thesis 2.1 respectively Thesis 2.2 we provide methodologies and cases studies to create and reuse model collections of architectural patterns in MDE for UML development [Med10]
respectively for SDL development too [Med08]. The case study of the reuse is about system context design and rapid development by modelling (Chapters 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.3.5 in Dissertation); it is also an example of traceability among the technologies in Thesis 1.

In Thesis 2.3 we show that we can develop a domain-specific pattern language for rapid development by modelling with domain-specific language the architectural patterns for distributed systems and object-oriented design patterns. In the detailed design we can extend the obtained pattern language by applying domain-specific design patterns during which we can separate further abstraction levels for the modelling of quality requirements and thus for the increase of testability and traceability. The technologies used to create the SDL Macro-pattern language are: SDL, MSC, POSA2, GOF, and SDL Pattern Pool [Med06, Med08].

This method can be used for any domain by specialisation of the client-server communication model of the patterns. The analysis gets simplified to the correspondences on notion level and the specialisation of generic models along the subsystem’s functions, even beginner engineers can execute pattern application.


Thesis 3: Business Process Change Management with MDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thesis 3</th>
<th>We develop a methodology for business process change management with MDE. (Chapter 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1.</td>
<td>We provide a scheme to create a technological line for MDE of the business domain with the ITU-T System Design Languages standardized in telecommunication domain built on the technologies in Thesis 1.1 and 1.2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.</td>
<td>We provide a methodology supported by industrial application for the specification of business processes and the implementation of inspection with cooperative work organization with business process owners, business analysts, quality experts and model developers built on the technologies in Thesis 3.1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.</td>
<td>We provide a methodology supported by industrial application built on the technologies in Thesis 3.1 for the creation of a framework for change management with the alignment of business processes and strategies managed by the concerned parties.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model driven technologies provide many advantages for the design and maintenance of IT systems by supporting aspects and reuse. This is advantageous in the business domain where
it is typical that the organisational structure is in constant development along the business strategy and the software systems meet the everyday demands of several concerned target groups. Today business intelligence in software is an emphasised part of enterprise property. For this reason, during both the modernisation of IT systems and the management of business changes software engineering projects mostly alter the existent software system and seldom replace it completely [Min98]. For these system aspects, model driven requirements engineering [Buh98, Liu01, Wei05, Lam09, Amy11, Mus12] provides satisfactory support and a framework for change management for which we make recommendation in Thesis 3. We follow the goal-oriented and risk-adapted methods along which business and IT views can be correlated. In Thesis 3.1 we provide a scheme for the organisation of the technology line for the MDE in business domain with ITU-T technologies [Med07, Med8b].

In order to redesign business strategies and applications it is required to specify the recent and future system state. In Thesis 3.2 for the cooperative exploration and regulation of business processes we provide a generic methodology on URN technologies. The method enables business process owners and quality managers to estimate the values of their process parameters. Based on the attributes elicited in the process specification template the developers model the business processes and then the business analysts in charge of enterprise departments and the process owners apply inspection techniques for the process specifications to validate the requirements given in their process template. We elaborated this method for a concrete industrial demand. It is generic due to the use of MDE [Óvá07, Med10c, Med11d].

Company systems are typically critical systems: they depend on human factors and management methods. In Thesis 3.3 we provide a URN-based methodology with the coordinated development of goals and scenario models for the development of business processes and strategies in order to create, reuse, and specialise a generic framework. They are used by starting from goal models to specialise them in several iterations [Med12, Med12c]. As part of the framework we provide generic goal-oriented models for the chapters of the information security standard [ISO12] and its specialisation for e-commerce and its reuse for concrete reengineering at enterprises [Med09, Med11, Med11c]. We elaborate patterns and a case study to integrate mobile applications in enterprise technology by the applications of URN, UML, and MSC technologies by starting from the use cases descriptions [Med12c].
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